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Overview 
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Company Overview  

Asia Monitor Group is an International Premier research solution provider. 

Our full-service capabilities cover comprehensive market research, analytics, 

branding, sentiment index which primarily focus on FMCG, ICT, Automotive, 

Healthcare, Media and Telecommunication. 

 

We likewise manage our online and mobile community of target respondents 

throughout Southeast Asia. We primarily focus on large multi-country 

projects for both government and large organizations. 

 

Asia Monitor Group currently operates from Malaysia, Europe, India and 

Philippines.  Asia Monitor offers professional, high quality human translation 

services for documents, websites, software apps, video games and 

whatever requirements you may have at affordable rates. 
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Asia Monitor Panel Recruitment 
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Panel Recruitment  

• Our online panel, called as ‘Asia Monitor’ is 

one of the large, most diverse, highly 

innovative and responsive to the evolving 

demands of online consumers across the 

globe!  

• At Asia Monitor, we deem the consumers’ 

opinions essential in making the companies 

or manufacturers move into action to better 

their services/ products on the overall thus 

highly benefitting the consumers/ users on the 

overall.    

• We have more than 500,000 dedicated 

online members across the globe making our 

panel more robust; moreover, we’re 

continuously expanding our pool of members to 

consistently meet the evolving needs and 

demands of our Clients. 
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Our Strategy for Panel Recruitment  

 Recruit by groups (specialty panels) 

 Identify and work with regional / large 

recruitment partners 

 Recruit via “Survey cum Registration” 

 Quality Recruitment 
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Our Strategy for Panel Building  

• Portals/ websites’ banner ads to entice 

target audience to register as a Asia 

Monitor member  

• Members receive email invites to join 

Asia Monitor  

– WIIFT (What’s In It For Them?): 

INCENTIVES!!! Instant rewards e.g. 

free online games, gifties, free mobile 

ring tones, air time, subscription etc. 

to create urgency and excitement to 

join. 

Recruitment Execution 
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How We Tactically Recruit  

Via Websites/ Portals’ 

Banner Ads 

Via Special Invitation 

Email  

Via Referral System  

Via Cost Per Acquisition 

Scheme 

Visitor is directed to a landing 

page that showcases Asia 

Monitor. 

 

Special email invites are sent to 

web owners’ members 

 

Then members are directed to 

Asia Monitor for registration 

Members refer friends & family 

for registration. 

We don’t usually practice this. 

It’s only used if the client is 

looking for specific sample. 
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Panel Incentivization 

• We conduct online surveys for leading 

companies across various verticals (i.e., 

Electronics, ICT, Automotive, Healthcare, 

FMCG, etc.). Our members  get 

compensated for sharing their opinion via 

answering the survey. 

• Whether the member is a simple consumer 

who wants to address a certain issue with 

their product and wants to become a part of 

its improvement or an unsatisfied customer 

of a particular banking industry, we 

encourage them to let their opinions 

count and be a change-agent to further 

enhance their products/ services.  

•  The members also get to enjoy the 

rewards that they will earn via 

completing the fun and interesting 

online surveys.  
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Asia Monitor Panel By Countries  
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Panel Member Profile Attributes  

At Asia Monitor, we profile our members based on below attributes. The  

list below is not exhaustive and we are continuously improving these 

based on Clients’ demands and needs. 

Basic Information for B2C 

Age 

Gender 

Ethnicity 

Marital Status 

Religion 

Children 

Ages & Gender of 

Children 

Country of birth 

Education 

Preferred Language 

Primary Decision Maker  

Groceries 

Beverages 

Wine/ Beer 

Household Care 

Products 

Personal Care 

Products 

Automotives 

Computer Hardware/ 

Software 

Healthcare 

Financial services/  

investment 

Communication 

Services 

Home electronics 

Internet connection 

Real Estate 

Insurance 

Employment 

Position 

Credit Card 

Designation  

Company Size 

Mobile Phone 
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Australia 

Australia population:  26120053 

Online population:  20440591 

Facebook users:  9569016 

Asia Monitor Panel Size 80250 

20 

80 

62 

45 

55 

40 

60 

B2B

B2C

Decision makers

Single

Married

Male

Female

20 

35 
25 

10 
10 

Below 20 20- 29 30-39 40-50 50+
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Indonesia 

25 

75 

73 

47 

53 

45 

55 

B2B

B2C

Decision makers

Single

Married

Male

Female

Population                      319,296,956  

Online Population                         71,500,000  

Facebook Users                         56,580,862  

Asia Monitor Panel Size                                80,000  

20 

35 
25 

10 
10 

Below 20 20- 29 30-39 40-50 50+
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Malaysia 

23 

77 

65 

48 

52 

44 

56 

B2B

B2C

Decision makers

Single

Married

Male

Female

22 

33 
27 

12 
6 

Below 20 20- 29 30-39 40-50 50+

Malaysia population:  34474328 

Online population:  20283120 

Facebook users:  13556088 

Asia Monitor panel size:  120000 
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Japan 

Population 139123230 

Online Population 109100200 

Facebook Users 4395116 

Asia Monitor Panel Size 70000 

24 

31 

27 

13 
5 

Below 20 20- 29 30-39 40-50 50+

28 

72 

60 

45 

55 

46 

56 

B2B

B2C

Decision makers

Single

Married

Male

Female
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Thailand 

Population 80064184 

Online Population 21972000 

Facebook Users 17082840 

Asia Monitor Panel Size 80000 

25 

32 

22 

11 

10 

Below 20 20- 29 30-39 40-50 50+

25 

75 

55 

45 

55 

44 

54 

B2B

B2C

Decision makers

Single

Married

Male

Female
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Singapore 

Population 5214811 

Online Population 4024240 

Facebook Users 2863168 

Asia Monitor Panel Size 30000 

25 

33 

21 

11 

10 

Below 20 20- 29 30-39 40-50 50+

30 

70 

55 

44 

56 

45 

56 

B2B

B2C

Decision makers

Single

Married

Male

Female
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Vietnam 

Population 117714207 

Online Population 39671563 

Facebook Users 4125524 

Asia Monitor Panel Size 40000 

20 

34 
27 

9 
10 

Below 20 20- 29 30-39 40-50 50+

32 

68 

60 

45 

55 

44 

55 

B2B

B2C

Decision makers

Single

Married

Male

Female
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India  

Population         1,545,924,77780  

Online Population            170,673,10000  

Facebook Users              40,569,85400  

Asia Monitor Panel Size 120,000 

22 

32 
30 

9 
7 

Below 20 20- 29 30-39 40-50 50+

36 

64 

55 

48 

52 

43 

57 

B2B

B2C

Decision makers

Single

Married

Male

Female
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China  

Population 1737733420 

Online Population 631639060 

Facebook Users 619944 

Asia Monitor Panel Size 56420 

22 

34 

32 

8 4 

Below 20 20- 29 30-39 40-50 50+

40 

60 

60 

45 

55 

47 

53 

B2B

B2C

Decision makers

Single

Married

Male

Female
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UAE 

Population 6178397 

Online Population 4266120 

Facebook Users 2887848 

Asia Monitor Panel Size 10000 

20 

35 

33 

8 4 

Below 20 20- 29 30-39 40-50 50+

45 

55 

55 

47 

53 

45 

55 

B2B

B2C

Decision makers

Single

Married

Male

Female
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South Korea 

Population 109697978 

Online Population 887400720 

Facebook Users 8552430 

Asia Monitor Panel Size 14000 

19 

34 
28 

12 
7 

Below 20 20- 29 30-39 40-50 50+

46 

54 

57 

46 

54 

47 

53 

B2B

B2C

Decision makers

Single

Married

Male

Female
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Hong Kong 

Population 8547010 

Online Population 5854456 

Facebook Users 4942808 

Asia Monitor Panel Size 16000 

20 

31 30 

12 
7 

Below 20 20- 29 30-39 40-50 50+

48 

52 

55 

45 

55 

46 

54 

B2B

B2C

Decision makers

Single

Married

Male

Female
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ESOMAR 26 Questions  
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Is it an actively managed panel (nurtured community) or 

just a database? 

Asia Monitor ensures that our online panel of respondents from Asia 

Pacific region are actively managed  via:  

  Providing the members with account report that itemizes the surveys 

they have completed and incentives received 

  Developing and managing  online community initiatives that encourages 

more panel member interaction and engagement 

  Formulating interesting campaigns and panel marketing/ information 

materials  

 Updating semi-annually members’ profile to ensure accuracy of their 

profile  

  Creating interesting forum and weekly polls to engage more the 

panelists 

Monitoring respondents’ key parameters such as past participation, study 

behavior, response rates. 

1 
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Truthfully, how large is it? 

Asia Monitor  takes pride of 500K+ plus panel members from more than 

10 countries in the Asia Pacific.  

2 

What is the percentage of active members and how are 

they defined? 3 
Over 70% are active respondents. We define them based on these criteria: 

  Double opted to the panel member community 

  The members have a valid email address 

 Must have participated in Asia Monitor survey at least once in the last 12 

months  

  The members have provided an accurate and verifiable account  

     information 
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Where are the respondents sourced from and how are 

they recruited? 

Respondents are recruited via multiple sources such as: 

 Members’ referrals 

 Affiliate companies and websites which provide additional reach to both  

  B2C and B2B segments 

 Face-to-face recruitment in various events (i.e. business portals,  

  consumer portals, B2B and consumer tradeshows, conferences and  

  sporting events) 

4 

Have members clearly opted-in? If so, was this double 

opt-in? 5 
Panel members have double opt-in to the Asia Monitor Panel. Upon 

registration on the website and submission of  their information, they are 

then provided with a confirmation email which contains a link. The members 

have a clear opted-in option to confirm their permission to join the panel 
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What exactly have they been asked to opt-in to? 

Specifically panel members have been asked to opt-in to an online market 

research panel to be  contacted for future market research studies. 

6 

What do panel members get in return for participating? 

7 
All panel members who participate and complete online surveys are 

compensated by rewards/ incentives. 

 Rewards/ incentives are dependent on questionnaire length and  

  respondents’ criteria; can be cash or points which can be convertible to  

  certain incentives 
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Is the panel used solely for  market research? 

Asia Monitor panel is solely used for conducting market research. We have 

clearly stated this in our terms and conditions when respondents joined in to 

our panel.  

8 

Is there a privacy policy in place? If so, what does it 

state? 9 

Yes, there is a privacy stated in our terms and condition. This specifically 

pertains to the use of panel just for market research purposes. 
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What research industry standards are complied with? 

ESOMAR Codes & Guidelines: http://www.esomar.org/index.php/codes-

guidelines.html 

MRSM (Marketing Research Society Malaysia) 

10 

Is there a privacy policy in place? If so, what does it Is the panel 

compliant with all regional, national, and local laws with respect 

to privacy, data protection and children, e.g. EU Safe Harbour, 

and COPPA in the US?(Provide hotlinks for reference) 11 
Asia Monitor voluntarily works to educate itself and to abide by all regional, 

national, and local laws  

http://www.esomar.org/index.php/codes-guidelines.html
http://www.esomar.org/index.php/codes-guidelines.html
http://www.esomar.org/index.php/codes-guidelines.html
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What basic socio-demographic profile information, 

usership, interest data, etc. is kept on members? 

Members of the Asia Monitor Panel are profiled based on a detailed 

socio-demographic profile survey which we asked them to answer. The 

topics cover age, gender, income, education, employment, marital status, 

household composition, occupation, type of residence, Internet speed, 

language, country of residence, credit card ownership, etc. 

 

Moreover, members voluntarily answer a series of profiles to keep Asia 

Monitor informed of their product usage, lifestyle, and psychographic 

propensity.  

 About your household 

 The products, services, and technologies you use 

 Key events and experiences in your life 

 Your daily activities 

 Your social activities and networks 

 Your priorities, outlook, and thoughts 

  Participation and politics 

12 
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How often is it updated? 

Profiles are updated on a continuous basis. Panelists have continual access 

to their profiles for updating. They are sent reminders and redirected to the 

profile pages as appropriate (i.e., when profiles have been altered or added), 

in addition to a separate yearly reminder. 

13 

In what other ways can users be profiled (e.g. source of 

data)? 

Panelists can also be profiled by past activities, preferred survey language, 

any screener or profile data as well as third party appended data –

specifically sources that can be matched by mailing address for custom 

situations. 

14 
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What is the (minimum  and typical turn around time from 

initial request to first deployment of the emails to 

activate the study? 

If there are no issues with survey and everything has been quality checked 

for functionality and pass back links are set up correctly, Asia Monitor can 

launch a survey within 10 minutes. 

. 

15 

What are likely the response rates and how is response 

rate calculated? 

Response rates are likely to vary by country and demographic profile. On the 

average however, we have found our response rate to be around 50% 

depending on the various factors that may influence respondents’ behavior 

(i.e., age. gender., interest on the topic, job type, incentives, etc.) 

16 
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Are or can panel members who have recently participated 

in a survey on the same subject be excluded from a new 
sample? 

Panelists can be excluded on certain criteria which Client requested. They 

cannot participate in a survey based upon past participation in surveys with 

the same and/or similar topic coverage,  by client participation, and/or upon 

activity (including completed surveys and/or invitations to surveys). The 

timeframe can be within the past 6 months or depending on Client’s set 

designated time frame.  

17 

Is a response rate (over and above screening) guaranteed? 

Response rate can be guaranteed due to our extensive analysis and 

constant monitoring and interaction with our panelists which ensures high 

responses rate. However, we have no control of the incidence levels as it is 

highly dependent on the complexity of the survey.  

18 
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How  often are individual members contacted for market 

research or anything else in a given time period? 

Panelists are carefully selected depending on the Client’s set requirements 

which are usually based on their demographic and behavioral 

characteristics. They receive 1 survey that fits their profile and they are 

allowed to complete 1 survey in a month. Clients in fact can specify past 

participation requirements on a study-by-study basis. 

19 

How is the sample selection process for a particular 

survey undertaken? 

Following the set criteria in the project specifications or screener,  our panel 

is filtered for suitable panelists using the data gathered in our software 

system. Survey invitations are sent out utilizing a proprietary algorithm to 

these targeted individuals first. After depleting the targeted sample, 

deployments are opened to other potentially qualified respondents, 

progressing to a general population sample deployment, if appropriate. 

20 
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Can samples be deployed as batches/replicates, by time 

zones, geography, etc? If so, how is this controlled? 

Our samples can be deployed in batches based on  demographic profile 

such as age, gender, ethnicity, time zone, geography, or any other profiling 

information that we have obtained from them. We make use of our extensive 

flagging software system to closely monitor this.  

21 

 Is the sample randomized before deployment? 

In order to ensure impartiality or no bias, Asia Monitor’s sample is carefully 

randomized prior to deployment.  

22 
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Can the time of sample deployment be controlled and, if 

so, how? 

Asia Monitor sample is deployed at a constant rate of 50 messages every 

60 seconds.  Our system can  blast the 3000 invitations per hour on each 

survey. This can be adjusted depending on the turn-around of the response 

rate.  This is done to ensure that we can match the load a Client’s server 

can handle.  

23 

Can panel members be directed to specific sites for the 

survey questionnaire to be undertaken? 

Yes, our panel members can be directed to specific sites for the survey 

questionnaire.  

24 
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What guarantees are there to guard against bad data, i.e. 

respondent cheating or not concentrating/caring in their 

responses (e.g., click happy)? 

We see to it what our panelists participating in a survey are screened on a 

daily basis for suspicious activity, gamers and cheaters who are 

subsequently removed from the community. We have developed a multi-

level check system based on a model developed from monitoring gamer 

behavior. Furthermore, we closely work with clients to employ a rigorous 

method that will filter out cheating respondents and disengaged 

respondents in the survey screener. 

25 

What information do you provide to debrief your client 

after the project has finished? 

After a project has been completed, we provide these details to our Clients: 

incidence rate, response rate, number of invites sent, drop-out rate, URL 

error rate, incentives, average time to complete the survey,  

26 
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Voice/Fax :   +6 0322422346  info@asiamonitor.com.my 

mailto:naveen.bab@asiamonitor-group.com

